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What I have already learned  – to experiment with different types of line;  to 

become more confident in drawing from observation; to draw faces; to refine 

colour mixing colour to produce a colour wheel; to use a wash to build up 

layers and add detail when painting; to use a range of brushes; to rip as a 

technique for collage; create repeating  patterns and print  two colour 

overlays; to compare the work of different artists, recognising different 

cultures and historical periods; how to adapt and improve a piece of artwork.  

 

What I will learn next year – how to use different grades of pencil and to 

experiment with shading; perspective; the effect of light on objects and people;   

how to accurately draw people to use tints; to use colour to recreate mood and 

feeling; the techniques of folding, repeating and overlapping with different 

collage mediums; confidently shape, form model and join working  from 

observation; how to design, combine and modify  prints using more than two 

colours; research the work of an artist and to replicate their style; to relate 

ideas and methods to the context in which a work was created. 

 

  

 

 

Drawing - to draw whole sketches with detail including the background; to solidify infill with coloured pencils and produce a range of tones; how to express 

different  feelings through drawing  facial expressions and body language; begin  to show movement and reflection through line, tone and shape. 

Painting - how to mix different shades of the same colour using the colour wheel; to use tints and tones to lighten and darken using black and white. 

Collage - to use overlay to build up layers.                                                                                                                                                                                

3D -  to plan and develop a model; to sculpt clay and other mouldable materials. 

Printing - use relief and impressed printing processes (introduced in KS1); tessellation.  

Study of great artists - experiment with styles used by other artists; explain some of the features of art from historical periods; know how different artists 

developed their specific techniques. 

Evaluate – adapt and improve my own work; comment on differences and similarities in my work and the work of others.  

                                                 To understand and use the appropriate vocabulary in all areas of Art and Design in Year 4 
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                                                                                                               Key Vocabulary  
Primary  and Secondary colours There are 3 primary colours – red, yellow and blue. 

 Mixing 2 primary colours creates a secondary colour: orange, purple or green. 

Colour wheel An illustration showing the relationship between colours. 

Wash A semi transparent layer of colour. 

Tone  Add grey to a true colour. 

Tint Add white to a true colour. 

Shade Add black to a true colour. 

Sketching Rough drawings of initial ideas to be developed. 

Solidify infill shape  Completely fill the shape with the same colour. 

Work from observation  The artist isn’t using his or her imagination, but is observing what is actually there and drawing or painting that. 

Media The material or materials used to create a work of art, e.g. oils, pastels, watercolours, crayon, charcoal, pencil, fabric, 

paper, clay, ceramic, ink, markers, chalk, acrylic, tempera, airbrush, photography, film, digital art. 

Print Using objects or shapes to transfer paint and create a pattern 

Relief printing Cutting or etching a printing surface in such a way that all that remains of the original surface is the design to 

be printed. 

Line A line is a mark that is longer than it is wide .It can be straight or curved and can change direction. 

Hatching A type of shading that involves closely drawn parallel lines. 

Stippling As hatching but using small dots.  

Blending Smudging the pencil marks with a finger to get a softer look. 

Texture The way something feels when you touch it – use lines, shape colour or tone to recreate it. 

3D – applied decoration Adding material to an object – separate clay spirals added to a pot or tile. 

3D- impressed decoration Making an impression by pressing something into the object – fork marks or a screw head into clay. 

Pattern Lines or shapes repeated in a sequence .They are uniform in size and colour. 

Tessalation Repeating the same pattern over and over again without any gaps. 

Sculpt To carve, cast or shape. 

 


